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The second day of the '2015 Summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works' 

 

True Mother came to the Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth Training Center. At 4:20PM on the 

second day of July 16 on the 3rd Year of the Heavenly Calendar (August 29th), during the '2015 

Summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works' commemorating the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of Sun 

Myung Moon, the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind; True Mother gathered all the 

members that were attending the Youths and Students World Assembly and gave her special 

words for 30 minutes. In the Grand Hall the participants of the Youths and Students World 

Assembly listened to the special words, and in the Small Hall and the Chinhwa Education 

Building, members from all over the world that were participating the 'Summer Chung Pyung 

Special Great Works' listened to the special words of True Mother through a monitor, adding up 

to a total of 10,000 people. 

 

The Tree of Love square was crowded with clouds of members welcoming True Parents. 

 

The hall was full of cheers when True Parents entered. There was bowing, the presentation of 

flower bouquets (Korean Sunghwa representative Bumsoon Kim, Japanese Sunghwa 

representative Tanaka Humi), and a song from the Sunhak Children Choir (Self composed music 

'It was a beautiful lake', and 'True Love Together'). And on this special day young 2nd 

generations, 3,500 Sunghwa students, CARP, and youths performed the 'Ceremony of dedicating 

hope to True Parents.' This is a ceremony where the youth students represent the whole world and 

dedicate 9 promises and resolutions to True Parents. 

 

After the loud welcoming with clapping and cheers True Mother entered the stage and delivered 

the following message about the providence and vision in a slow and understandable way. 

 

True Mother Special Lecture (2015 August 29th, Main Hall of Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth 

Training Center CheonSeong Wanglim Palace) 

 

"Are you the young Sunghwa warriors from 70 countries? 

 

You will become the actual owners of the future. 

 

This year, Unification family members from all over the world must have repented and offered many 

conditions for the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of True Father. 

 



It was also the year of the 70th anniversaries of Korea's Independence and the founding of UN. 

 

When I was touring Europe, I spoke at the UN and said that movements serving God had to happen. 

 

 
 

Europe is in a Christian culture of 2,000 years. Their pride is incredible. However from that Christianity, 

Communism was born. It is a belief that God does not exist. Democracy is about theism. But there was a 

time where that communism had a lot of power. That was the 1980s. 

 

From the 1970s the power of the United States started to weaken. That is why True Father said that if we 

don't set America on a strong foundation as the model in the democratic world, world peace and 

unification would be hard, so even with several difficult circumstances in Korea he went to America and 

achieved a providential history for 40 year. 

 

In the 1970s America was getting sick with individualism and the pride of becoming the center of the 

world after World War II. Family breakdowns, youth problems, drugs, and ideology conflicts were 

serious. Once a chosen nation (USA) that had grown for 200 years due to the effort of the heavens, they 

now stopped thinking of rest of the world and started thinking of its own interest True Father said 

America was sick, and that he had come as a doctor. I came as a firefighter because America is on fire. He 

said such things and gathered people from the upper political and financial world, and helped them realize 

the truth during his tour of the 50 states. 

 

That is why at the beginning of the unification movement many intellectual leaders respected True Father 

and many forces began to support him. However politicians that could not look towards the future 

persecuted True Father with their narrow minds. 

 

But True Parents meant to save mankind through American by embracing even those oppressing them; 

they were able to confidently move forwards in such difficult environments. 

 

Most of you must be under 30. Then, you probably don't know the history of True Parents. However, 

thankfully due to the pursuit of this Seonghwajeol(Universal Seonghwa) the last of the three holy 

scriptures, Chambumokyeong in now published in English and Korean. (Clapping) You must study hard. 

 

Since the UN was founded they did many things for the world. Primarily if the UN had not entered the 

6.25 Korean War today's Korea would not exist. Under the providence the heavens founded the UN to 

protect the True Parents who were to come to this land. However the UN has no ideology. The countries 

that gather at the UN know only of their own country's interest, and don't know the providence of heaven. 

That is why no matter how much they try to put their heads together and become one they always fail 

because they don't have a center. So I told them that the UN had to put the Heavenly Parents and the True 

Parents at their center. (Clapping) 

 

The history of providence is moving on urgently without you knowing. The reason God created man was 

to become the True Parents through human beings. The man that was to take that place did not fulfill his 

responsibility. He got selfish. If he had done as God commanded; obeyed and developed patiently, the 

world wouldn't be like this today. Heaven on Earth and Heaven in Heaven would have been made 

already. However the mistake of mankind gave God some very heavy burden. 



 

The 6000 years of history of providence that is mentioned in the Bible. Without indemnity this history of 

providence cannot go forward. You are learning this through the divine principle, right? 2000 years ago it 

took 4,000 years of the troubles by heaven for Jesus Christ to be born. The process of developing the 

chosen people and establishing a nation was far from smooth. That is why it took 4000 years. It was 

because of the Principle of indemnity. 

 

Under such hard effort and troubles were born the only-begotten son Jesus Christ, but the Israel people, 

Judaism, and even Maria did not cooperate with Jesus. The creation of God was made up of plus and 

minus, pistil and stamen, and male and female, so it would not work with only the only-begotten son. An 

only-begotten daughter was to be born, but that responsibility was not fulfilled. That is why Jesus Christ 

said, 'I will be back' on the Cross. It meant he would come back and have the feast of the lamb, or in other 

words, marry. 

 

Until now Christianity does not know about this. They don't know why the Second Coming of the 

Messiah is happening. They think that by only believing and being saved alone everything will be ok, but 

that is not enough. From a position where they don't know this, they call us heathens and cults. We 

worship the True Parents. Are you 2nd generations due to True Parents? (Yes) It is different from the 

world. So I am telling you that you must grow up well. 

 

All of the 3,500 youths here today must become the incarnation of love, road, truth, life, love that 

resembles True Parents! (Clapping) In order to do that you must not only try to receive. You must 

practice True Love like True Parents. You have to make an environment and attitude where you want to 

give and share more and more. There is such responsibility in front of you. (Clapping) 

 

That is the crossroad to a united world. Do you get it? (Yes) I said you were pure water, right? Pure water 

cannot stop. It must flow. It has to give birth to organisms where it goes. That is the basics. 

 

There is the dream of True Parents. Like the dream of God, the dream of True Parents is to have no 

muddy water in their sight. It has to be all clean water. This means that all mankind has to worship True 

Parents. (Clapping) 

 

Did you see the Seonhak Peace Prize program earlier? True Father was the one who always worried about 

food problems for mankind and global warming problems, and was always out there first wondering and 

putting action into how such problems could be improved. He spent his whole life fulfilling the wish of 

God and releasing the resentment of mankind, and tried to make the ideal world that God initially meant 

to create. 

 

Until now the central figure that heaven prepared and sent down did not fulfill their responsibility. They 

waited for the Second Coming of the Messiah, but did not know what to do once He came. They thought 

that the believers of the Messiah would ride the clouds up into the sky. That doesn't make sense. Right? 

They don't know the Principle of Creation. 

 

Therefore you have to be in the position of teaching. In order to do that you must learn a lot and make 

conditions with sincerity. The cause of all problems that the world is facing today is that everyone wants 

to be the masters without having a true mater to serve. 

 

That is why powerful nations prepare for wars to possess even more. They are making weapons. You 

don't need such things on the road to unity and peace. It says so in the Bible (Isaiah 2:4), right? Melt the 

spears and swords and make what? It says to make farming tools. It says to make ploughs and 

plowshares, right? 

 

Earth is aching while humans are wasting money in unnecessary areas. Not only China but even America 

is suffering desertification. And the ice of the North Pole is melting, making the surface of the sea rise, so 

what is going to happen? Ecosystems will be destroyed. Disorder and things that destroy nature are 

polluting the ocean. So the coral reefs that the ocean needs are dying. When we think about this, can we 

just stand here and do nothing? We need to educate the people who do not know. I have so much to do, so 

will each one of you give me a hand? 

 

You must have dreams. "I will be a leader in the area that True Parents want. I will become a great 

scholar. I will be famous to a great extent." 

 

With such dreams, I hope you can become Sunghwas that fulfill the dream of True Parents. (Clapping)" 

 

After Oeg mansei, True Mother took a commemoration photo with the Youths and Students 

World Assembly participants. Members from all over the world like always continuously clapped 

for True Mother as she exited.  


